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To clarify the characteristics of deriving the meaning of the illness experience of patients, 
a literature review was conducted using the Ichushi Web and CiNii Articles databases with 2 
keywords, “meaning” and “patients”. From 9 papers identified, contents regarding deriving 
the meaning of the experience among patients were extracted and classified based on semantic 
similarities. Lung and breast cancers, angina pectoris, and diabetes involving visual impairment 
were the most common diseases. The meaning of the experience among cancer patients was 
classifi ed into 6 categories: <fi nding a way of facing cancer>, <appreciating support from others>, 
<fi nding a way of living the rest of my life>, <wishing to live in my own way>, <realizing that I 
am alive/the meaning of life>, and <desiring to end my life well and believing in the hereafter>. 
The meaning of the experience among the other patients was classifi ed into 4 categories: <fi nding 
a way of facing the illness>, <appreciating support from others>, <fi nding a way of living with the 
illness>, and <obtaining new realizations>. Appreciation for support from others was observed in 
both groups. On the other hand, cancer patients were characterized by the acceptance of advanced 
cancer as their reality, re-recognition of temporal fi niteness and their own existence, and desired to 
remain unchanged even after cancer progression and live in their own ways until the end of their 
lives.




























































アプローチ 2件，Grounded Theory Approach 1 件
で全て質的研究であった．対象者のがん種は，肺
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